1. History of problem. A set X is homogeneous if for each pair of points x, y of X there is a homeomorphism of X onto itself that takes x into y. In 1920 Knaster and Kuratowski [21 ] raised the following question: If a nondegenerate bounded plane continuum is homogeneous, is it necessarily a simple closed curve?
In 1922, Knaster [20] described a hereditarily indecomposable plane continuum.
It is reported that he suspected that this continuum had other interesting properties and suggested to his students the problem of discovering if this Knaster continuum (as it came to be called) had the property possessed by an arc of being topologically equivalent to each of its nondegenerate subcontinua. This Knaster continuum is homogeneous and furnishes a counterexample to an affirmative answer of the above question, but this was not discovered until 1951.
A partial affirmative solution was given to the question in 1924 when Mazurkiewicz [22] showed that the bounded nondegenerate homogeneous plane continuum is a simple closed curve if it is locally connected. This result was improved in 1951 when Cohen [l2] showed that the continuum is a simple closed curve if it either is arcwise connected or contains a simple closed curve.
A false affirmative solution was announced [25] in 1937. (Of course, at the time, it was not known that the solution was false-this only developed eleven years later when a counter-example was given.) This false solution was extended [ll] in 1944 when an attempt was made to classify all homogeneous bounded closed plane sets.
That a pseudo-arc is homogeneous was shown first by Bing [3] in 1948 and shortly thereafter by essentially the same methods by Moise [24] . Both of these proofs made use of the description of the pseudo-arc given by Moise [23] to show that a pseudo-arc is topologically equivalent to each of its nondegenerate subcontinua.
In 1951 Bing [4] discovered that the pseudo-arc described by Moise in 1948 is actually topologically equivalent to the continuum Knaster described twenty-six years earlier by different methods. In fact, it was shown that any two nondegenerate snake-like hereditarily indecomposable continua are topologically equivalent.
Also, it was shown that in the category sense, most
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2. The example. In this section we describe a homogeneous plane continuum which we call a circle of pseudo-arcs. First we define some terms that we shall use.
A chain is a finite collection D of open sets d\, d2, • • • , d" such that di intersects dj if i, j are adjacent integers and otherwise p(di, df) is positive. We say that i, j are adjacent if \i-j\ ^1-hence i is adjacent to itself. We use p to denote the distance function. In earlier papers the weaker condition that nonadjacent links did not intersect was used instead of the stronger condition that they were a positive distance apart but in some respects this is less convenient for our present purposes than the stronger condition.
The Suppose D=du d2, ■ ■ ■ , dn is a chain which covers a point set X. Then each point of X lies in some link of D. We say that D properly covers X if each link of D contains a point of X. Also, D irreducibly covers X of each link of D contains a point of X that is not covered by any other link of D. If a chain irreducibly covers a set, then it properly covers the set, but not conversely.
A compact continuum is called snake-like [S] if for each positive number e, it can be covered by an e-chain. The pseudo-arc described in [23; 3; 4; 7] is an example of a snake-like continuum.
A continuum G is called an arc of continua {g*|0^x^l} if there is a map/of G onto [0, l] such that/_1(x) is the continuum gx. Then {gx} is an upper semicontinuous collection of continua filling G such that the corresponding decomposition space is an arc. Then g0 and gi are called the end elements of {gx} ■ We use G(a, b) to denote the sum of all continua in the collection {gx\a^xi=b}.
Such a continuum G is a snake-like arc of continua {gx\0^x^l} if it is snake-like. If each element of {gx} is a pseudo-arc, G is called a snake-like arc of pseudo-arcs. If in addition, the collection {gx} is continuous (/is open), then G is called a continuous snake-like arc of pseudo-arcs. In Theorem 10 we show that any two continuous snake-like arcs of pseudo-arcs of homeomorphic-indeed there is a very strong type of homeomorphism between them.
A circular chain differs from a regular chain in that the first and last links intersect. A compact nonsnake-like continuum which for each positive number e can be covered by an e-circular chain is called circle-like.
The bounded plane continuum which is shown in this paper to be homogeneous is a continuous circle-like circle of pseudo-arcs-which we call for brevity, a circle of pseudo-arcs. It is a circle-like continuum M such that there is a continuous decomposition of M into pseudo-arcs such that the decomposition space is a simple closed curve. Hence, there is an open map f oi M onto a circle such that the inverse of each point of the circle is a pseudo-arc.
Perhaps certain of the continua used by Anderson in [l; 2] were circles of pseudo-arcs but this was not pointed out there. It follows from Theorem 10 that any two circles of pseudo-arcs are topologically equivalent and that each is homogeneous.
In establishing homeomorphisms between snake-like continua it is frequently convenient to consider sequences of chains covering them and relations between these chains. Since G is snake-like, there is a 5-chain E = ei, e2, • • • ,en covering G. Suppose e^ e, are the first and last members of this chain intersecting g0 while er, e" are the first and last members of the chain intersecting gx. Then E(i, j) and E(r, s) are subchains of E properly covering g0 and gi respectively and no link of E(i, j) intersects any link of E(r, s). For convenience we suppose that i <j < r < s.
Let a, b be numbers such that 0<a<6<l, E(i, j) covers G(0, a), and E(r, s) covers G(b, 1). An application of Theorem 2 gives a positive number 7 such that if F is a 7-chain covering G, then any link of F intersecting G(a, b) lies between any link of F intersecting G(0, a/2) and any intersecting G((b + l)/2, 1). We put the further restriction on 7 that if F is a 7-chain irreducibly covering G, then F refines E, any link of F intersecting G(0, a) lies in a link of E(i, j), and any link of F intersecting G(b, 1) lies in a link of E(r, s).
Let P=/i, /2, • • • , fm be a 7-chain irreducibly covering G and /(, fu he links of F intersecting go and gi respectively such that no link of F between /< and/" intersects go+gi-For convenience we suppose that /<«. Let F(v, w) be the subchain of F(t, u) which is maximal with respect to the property that /" lies in an end link of E(i,j) and/w lies in an end link of E(r, s). Then E(i,j) covers each link of P(l, v) and E(r, s) covers each link of F(w, m). For convenience we suppose that /" lies in ej and fw lies in er.
Use A to denote the sum of the elements of P(l, v) and B to denote the sum of the elements of Let di be a link of some D, such that diCZUand diameter di is less than 1. Then Theorem 4 implies that G -di is the sum of two mutually separated sets Ai, Bi containing go, gi respectively. Using the assumption that the theorem is false, we find that there are numbers ai, bi such that 0 <<ti <&i < 1 and for each x (ai^x^bi), neither Aigx nor Bigx intersects each link of E.
Let di he a link of some Di such that d2(Zdi, d2-(G(0, a{)+G(bi, 1)) =0, and diameter d2 is less than 1/2. Then G-d2 is the sum of two mutually separated sets ^42, P2 containing G(0, a{) and G(&i, 1) respectively. If the theorem is false, there are numbers a2, b2 such that ai<a2<b2<bi and for each gx (a2^x^b2) neither A2-gx nor B2gx intersects each link of E. We continue this procedure to get a sequence of open sets di, d2, d3, ■ ■ ■ , a sequence of numbers ai, a2, a3, • ■ ■ and a sequence of numbers bi, b2, b3, ■ ■ ■ such that dj+iCZdj, dj is of diameter less than 1/j and is a link of some Di, aj<aj+i<bj+i<bj, and G -dj is the sum of two mutually separated sets Aj, Bj containing G(0, a/_i), G(bj-i, 1) respectively.
Let c be a number such that 0<ai<a2< ■ ■ ■ <c< ■ • • <b2 <bi<l. We
show that the assumption that the theorem is false leads to the contradiction that gc is decomposable. For some increasing sequence of integers n(l), n(2), ■ ■ ■ , An(i)-gc, Ani2)-gc, ■ ■ ■ converges to a set ic and Bnm-gc,Bnm ■gc • ■ ■ converges to a set Bc. Now Ac is a continuum because Ai-gc is not the sum of two sets whose distance apart is more than 1/i. It is a proper subcontinuum of gc since no -4,-gc intersects each link of E. Also, Bc is a proper subcontinuum of gc. But gc is decomposable because it is the sum of the two proper subcontinua Ac, Bc.
4. Chain maps. In this section we give some theorems about chain maps. The first of these might be labeled a fixed point theorem for chain maps. We note that if one chain covers a pseudo-arc, then another chain covering it can be inscribed in the first in a prescribed way. In fact, if A, B are closed sets in P-di, P-dn respectively and H(xr) =dx, H(xe) =dn, the chain E may be selected so that A On BCLes.
Proof. The proof would be slightly easier if A Qdi -d2, BQdn -dn-i, r = l, s=m, xr is the only element of X that H takes into c7i, and x, is the only element of X that H takes into dn. We now prove the theorem in this special case.
Let pi, p2 be points of different components of P in di -d2, dn -dn-i respectively and Du D2, ■ ■ • be a sequence of chains from pi to p2 such that each Dt covers P, Di is of mesh less than 1/i, Di+i is crooked in Dit and D=Di. Then it follows from Theorem 6 of [3] that there is a chain E = ei, e2, • • • , em from pi to p2 such that E covers P, dddj if H(xA =dj, and for some integer r, each link of E is the sum of links of Dr.
Now that we have shown the theorem is true in the special case we alter D, X, H and obtain D', X', H' so that the special case applies. Then we adjust the E' obtained to get the required E. We suppose with no loss of generality that r<s.
The chain D' is obtained as follows. Let Uo, Ui, U2 he open subsets of di, di-d2, d2 respectively such that P-(di+d2)CUn+Ui+U2, The purpose of the restriction that H(yi) =di, H(ym) =dn was to make it apparent that each px intersected each link of E. To prove the theorem in the more general case, suppose H(yr)=di, H(y,)=dn. Then alter Y as was done in the proof of Theorem 7 by adding elements onto the first of it and elements onto the last of it so that the resulting chain Y' has ends in di, dn respectively and such that the added elements of Y' can be combined with the original links to get a chain resembling Y. Then end chains of the resulting chain E' may be added onto the center of E' as was done in the proof of Theorem 7 so as to get a chain E satisfying the conditions of the theorem.
In stating the following corollary to Theorem 8, the same symbols are used as appear at the place in the proof of Theorem 10 where it is applied. . Then e is a number so small that any e-chain properly covering Q(i/k, (i + l)/k) is a refinement of the chain £ promised by Theorem 8.
5.
A homeomorphism between pseudo-arcs. The following theorem shows that if the same e-chain properly covers two pseudo-arcs, there is a homeomorphism of one onto the other that moves no point by more than e. It also shows how a chain map can be approximated with a homeomorphism. We use two simplifications in this proof so as to make the remaining part of the proof essentially like the proof of Theorem 12 of [3] . that piG(cii' -dl), p2£(c74"_3 -d'in_^), and if h is any homeomorphism of P onto Q such that h(P -dDCLe'i-i+el +e'i+i, then h is the required homeomorphism.
First we suppose that qi, $2 are points of different composants of Q in ei -e2 and en -en-i respectively.
If there are not already such points, points may be deleted from e2 and en_i to make the condition satisfied.
Suppose that € is a positive number so small that each subset of Q of diameter less than 5e lies in one link of E. Let F he an e-chain properly covering Q. Then e{ is the sum of all links of F whose closures intersect ei-e2, ei is the sum of all links of F whose closures intersect e2 -(ei+e3), el is the [January We now show that if h is a homeomorphism of P onto Q such that
+K+i, then h is the required homeomorphism because k(P-di)Cei. The reason is that h(P ■di)Ch(P-(d'ii_s+d'u-i+d'ii_3+d'ii_2 of a pseudo-arc that there is a sequence of chains Pi, F2, • ■ ■ from pi to pi such that Fi covers P, P,+i is crooked in Fi, and P,-is of mesh less than 1/t. Also, there is a sequence of chains Gi, G2, • • • from qi to q2 such that G,-covers Q, G,-+i is crooked in G,-, and G< is of mesh less than 1/t. In order to define the homeomorphism h we shall obtain a sequence of chains Di, D2, ■ ■ ■ from pi to p2 and a sequence of chains £1, £2, Let £2 be any Gt-of mesh less than 1/3 that refines £,-and Hi be any chain map of £2 onto £1 such that eJC-£*i(e2) for eachj. Then by Theorem 6 of [3] we find that there is a chain P>2 from pi to pi covering P such that for some integer r, each link of Di is the sum of links of Fr, D2 has the same number of links as £2, and d)Cd\ = H^d]) if Hi(e]) =d\.
Let D3 he any P,-of mesh less than 1/4 that refines P>2 and H2 be any chain map of P>3 onto P*2 such that d)QHi(dJf) for each j. Again it follows from Theorem 6 of [3] that there is a chain £3 from qi to g2 covering Q such that for some integer r, each link of £3 is the sum of links of Gr, £3 has the same number of links as P>3, and e)<Ze\ = Hi(e)) if H2(d)) =d\. +e1+i. 6 . Homeomorphisms between arcs of pseudo-arcs. The theorem of this section shows that there is a strong type of topological equivalence between any two continuous snake-like arcs of pseudo-arcs. It is a key theorem to the showing that each circle of pseudo-arcs is homogeneous.
Theorem 10. Suppose P, Q are continuous snake-like arcs of pseudo-arcs {px}, {qx} (O^x^l).
Then each homeomorphism h that takes the sum of the [January ends of P onto the sum of the ends of Q may be extended to a homeomorphism taking P onto Q. In fact, if h(po) =qo, the extended homeomorphism h may be chosen so that h(px) =qx.
Proof. Here is an outline of our plan. We shall get a sequence of chains Di, D2, ■ • ■ covering P and a sequence of chains £1, E2, ■ • • covering Q and use these sequences to define our homeomorphism h. Also, we obtain sequences of chain maps Hi, H2, • • • and Ki, K2, • • • such that Hi takes Di onto Ei and Ki takes Ei+i onto Df. This is illustrated as follows:
The chain map Hi will be an approximation to the homeomorphism h we are seeking in that for each point p of P, there is an integer i such that p belongs to the ith link d\ of Di and h(p) belongs to the link H(d]) of £1. Also, Ki will be an approximation to hr1 in that for each point q of Q there is an integer i such that q is an element of the ith. link e2 of E2 and h~1(q) is in the In order to define the D's, E's, H's, and K's properly, we extend the homeomorphism h to certain elements of {px} as we go.
We shall use P(a, b) to denote the sum of the elements of {pi|agxg&} and Q(a, b) to denote the sum of the elements of {qx\a^x^b}. Now for the details of the proof.
Step 1. In this step we define £i and extend the homeomorphism h to some more elements of {px}. The step contains three parts. +p2/n+ ■ • • +pi-We do not need to exercise the care in making this extension that we will need to do in later steps. We merely impose the condition that h takes p,-/" homeomorphically onto qi/n. Step 2. In this step we define Di, Hi, and extend the map h still further by defining it on more elements of {px}. We wish the following conditions to be satisfied.
I. If link dj of Di intersects pi/n, then Hi(df) contains h(dj-piln).
II. For each x, iJi takes any subchain of Z>i that properly covers px onto a subchain of £i that properly covers qx.
Parts (a)-(e) of Step 2 are used in getting P>i and Hx. Parts (f)-(h) show that Pfi and Di satisfy the above Conditions I and II. In Part (i) we extend the homeomorphism to other elements of {px} ■ (a). In Step 2a we get a preliminary approximation F to the chain Di. We let F he an e-chain covering P where e is small enough to make the follow- is to decide that Pi/"(/3_2) = Ri/n(fj-i) =Ri/n(fj) =Ri/n(fj+i) =Ri/n(fj+2) = ek if ek is the only element of £1
such that h(fj-pnn)(Zek-Condition 3 of
Step 2a enables us to do this. Unless /,-is the first or last element of F, such an R,/n sends more than three consecutive elements of P into ek. Now we describe P(2;+i)/2n (t' = 0, 1, • • • , n -1). Let/,,/(+1, ■••,/" and er, er+i, ■ ■ ■ , es be the subchains of P and £i that irreducibly cover P(i/n, (t + l)/w) and Q(i/n, (i + l)/n) respectively.
It may be that the subscripts / and u mentioned here may differ considerably from the / and u mentioned in the last paragraph but the r and s used here do not differ by more than 1 from those used there. It follows from Step lb that er, er+i, ■ ■ ■ , e" properly covers each element of {qx/i/n^x^(i + l)/n}. Then P(2;+i)/2" is any chain map whatever of ft, ft+i, If it were true that all the P's agreed, we could use P and an extension of the P's for Pi and Hi. However, there is no reason why they must agree so we get a chain P>i that refines P and a chain map Hi. In obtaining Hi we shall be influenced by £,-/" near pi/n and by P(2i+i)/2» on the part of P between pi/" and p(i+i)in-(c) We mentioned that we are influenced by P;/" near £,/". We now describe the part P,-of P near pi/n where we were influenced.
Let e be a positive number less than l/2« and so small that if/(,/(+!, •••,/« is the subchain of F irreducibly covering pi/n and er, er+i, ■ ■ • , e, is the image of ft, ft+i, •••,/« under P,7", then /,, ft+i, •••,/« properly covers each element of {px\ \x -i/n\ ^ej and er, er+i, ■ ■ ■ , es properly covers each element of {qx\ \x -i/n\ ^e}. We shall describe P,-so that PiCLP(i/n -e, i/n + e).
Since each of Ri/n, P(2.+i)/2n, and P(2<-i)/2n takes ft,ft+i, ■■•,/« (and possibly more) onto a subchain (possibly a different one) of £i that properly covers g,-/", it follows from Theorem 6 that there are an fy and an fz of /(, ft+u •••,/« such that P(2i+n/"(/"), Ri/n(fy) are adjacent and P(2»-i)/2n(/*), Ri/n(fz) are adjacent.
By Theorem 5 there is an open set Ui in P(i/n, i/n + e)-fy such that Uidfy and P-Ui is the sum of two mutually exclusive closed sets Ai, Bi such that P(0, i/n)(ZAi, P(i/n + e, l)C.Bt, and for each element px of {px\i/n^x^i/n + e}, there is one of the sets px-At, px-Bi that intersects each element of /(, ft+i, ■ ■ ■ , fuAlso, there is an open set Vi in P(i/n -e, i/n) such that F,--t7,-= 0, F,C/z, and P-F»-is the sum of two mutually exclusive closed sets Al, BI such that P(0, 1/n -e)QAl, P(i/n, l)CPj, for each element px of We note that pi/nC.Pi-(d) In this step we define the chain D\. Let Di he a chain irreducibly covering P of mesh so small that (1) if an element d of £>i intersects Pi, it lies in Pi+ Ui+ Vi and in a link of the subchain of F that irreducibly covers pi/n, (2) if d does not intersect any P,-, then it lies in some P(i/n, (i+l)/n) and in a link of the subchain of F that irreducibly covers P(i/n, (i + l)/n), (3) d does not intersect both Ui and Vi but it lies in /" or fz according as it intersects Ui or F,-. We note that if d intersects P,-, it lies in an element of F on which £,-/" is defined and otherwise it lies in an element of F on which some R(2i+i)/2n is defined.
(e) We now describe the chain map Hi oi Di onto £i. Suppose d is an element of I?i that lies in /* of F. If d intersects the 77, mentioned in Step 2c, then we pick/* to be/"; then Hi(d) is Rnn(fy) or R(,2i+i)i2n(fy) according as d does or does not intersect P,-. If ci intersects F», then we pick fk to be fz; Hi(d) is Ri/n(fz) or R(2i-i)/2n(fz) according as d does or does not intersects P,. If d intersects P» but neither Ui nor F,-, pick fk to be any link of F on which Ri/n is defined; then Hx(d) = R,/n(fk). If d does not intersect any Vi+Pi+ Ut, it lies in some P(i/n, (i + l)/n) so pick fk to be some link of F on which
(f) Here we show that Hi is a chain map-that is H(dj) is adjacent to Hi(dj+i) where dj, dj+i are adjacent elements of Di. If both dj and dj+i intersect Pi, then Hi(dj) is adjacent to Hx(dj+i) because Ri/n is a chain map. If one intersects P.-and the other does not, either both intersect Ui or both intersect Vt. If both intersect Ui, both lie in/" and Ri/n(fy) is adjacent to P(2l+D/2n(/w); if both intersect Vi, both lie in fz and Pj/n(/z) is adjacent to P(2,-_i)/2n(/z). If neither dj nor dj+i intersect any Pit then Hi(df) is adjacent to Hi(dj+i) because each P(2t-+i)/2n is a chain map.
(g) In
Step 2g we show that the chain map H satisfies Condition I mentioned at the beginning of Step 2. Suppose dj intersects pi/n, djdfk, and Hi(dj)=Ri/n(fk). We find from the [January definition of £</" in Step 2b that h(fk-pi/n)<ZRiin(fk)-Hence h(dj-piln) CRi,n(fk)=Hi(d1).
(h) Now we turn to Condition II. Suppose that dj intersects px (i/n^x (i + l)/n). First we show that Hi(dj) intersects qx.
There is an element fk of P containing dj such that Hi ( Step 2c. Now let/"_i, /", fa+i be three consecutive elements of the subchain/(,/t+i, ■••,/" that go into ek under P(2i+n/2n-There is a dj of dv, dv+u ■ ■ ■ , dw such that dj lies in/" and intersects px-(Ui+Pi). Then Hi(df) is either P(2,+i)/2n(/a-i), P(2.+i)/2"(/a), or P(2,+i)/2»(/a+i) and all three are equal to ek.
In case px intersects F,+1+Pi+i, we also find that there is an element dj of dv, dv+i, ■ ■ ■ , dw such that ek = Hi(dj). In case px does not intersect P,+ 7/,+ F,+i+Pl+i, we find that ek is a link of the subchain of Ek that irreducibly covers Q(i/n, (i + l)/n). Yet ft, ft+i, ■ ■ • , fu be the subchain of P that irreducibly covers px and /a_i, /", fa+i he the three consecutive elements of /(, ft+i, • • ■ , fu that go into e* under P(2t+i)/2». Again we find that there is an element dj of dv, dv+u • • ■ , dw in fa such that Hx(dj) =et.
(i) As in Step lb we find that there is an integer k such that k is a multiple of n and if O^b -a^l/k, the subchain of P>i that irreducibly covers P(a, b)
properly covers each element of } pz \ a ^ x ^ b} and the image of this subchain under Hi properly covers each element of {gx|#gxg&}.
We now extend the homeomorphism h to po, Pi/k, p2/k, • • • , pi. This is done so that h(pnk) =2</t and such that for each element dj of the subchain of Di that properly covers pi/k, h(pi/k-dj)C.Hi(dj).
Theorem 9 assures us that h can be extended in this fashion.
Step 3. In this step we define a chain £2 covering Q, a chain map Ki of £2 onto Di, and extend the map h to additional elements of {px}. The step is much like Step 2. We are getting an approximation to ft-1 instead of to h. We show that there is a 1/4-chain £2 irreducibly covering Q and a chain Step 2.
Here we show how to alter the arguments of Step 2 to get £2 and Ki to satisfy Condition III in addition to I and II.
As in Step 2, we get an approximation F to £2. The F of Step 3 will be an e-chain irreducibly covering Q where e is small enough to make the following statements true. That there is such a map P(2,+d/m follows from the fact that the mesh of the chain P was taken smaller than the e mentioned in the corollary to Theorem 8. In the analogue to Step 2c we pick e so small that the Qi, Vi, Ui we obtain will have the property that if /,-is an element of the subchain of P irreducibly covering g,-/*, then (Vi + Qi+Ui) ■/jC-ffi-P.7*(/y). (We already have that qi/k-fjGHiRi/k(fj) from the definition of Ri/k.)
Now the argument in Step 3 proceeds as the argument in Step 2 through parts c, d, e, f, g, h, and i. The purpose in extending the homeomorphism h in part (i) is to help in setting up Step 4. We complete the discussion of Step 3 by showing that the £2 we obtained in the analogue of Step 2d satisfies Condition III with respect to the Ki we obtained in the analogue of Step 2e.
Suppose the link e, of £2 intersects Qi (where Qi is the analogue of P; in
Step 2c), ejdfz, and Ki(fz) = Ri/k(fz). Then /, is a link of the subchain of P irreducibly covering qi/k and e}-<Z Vi + Qt + [/». Since (Vt + Qt + Ui) ■fzCHiRm(ft), ejCHiKi(ej).
Suppose ey does not intersect any Qi. Then there is an fz such that eyC/z and Ki(ej) = R&i+i)/ik(fz). But since fzCH1Rim.V)/ik(fz), ejCHiKi(e3).
Steps 4, 5, • ■ • . These steps are essentially repetitions of Step 3. We have Conditions A, A', B, B' satisfied which are modifications of Conditions II and III of Step 3.
In
Step 2n we find a chain Dn irreducibly covering P and a chain map Hn of Dn onto £n such that the following conditions hold.
A. For each x (O^xgl), Hn takes any subchain of Dn properly covering px onto a subchain of £" properly covering qx.
B. diCKn-iHn(di) for each link di of Dn.
Step 2n + l we get a chain £"+i irreducibly covering Q and a chain map Kn of £"+i onto Dn satisfying the following conditions.
A'. For each x (0^x5=1), K" takes any subchain of £"+i properly covering qx onto a subchain of Dn properly covering px. B'. eiCHnKn(ei) for each link a of £"+i.
Although we carry along analogues of Condition I of Step 3, the only part of this that will interest us henceforward is the following.
C. If link di of Dn intersects po+pi, then h(d{-(po+pi)) GHn(di). , i) ) is less than 3/2*' so p(h(p), h(q)) <3/2\ Therefore h is continuous.
If pGpi, we find from Condition A that Hi (d(p, i) ) intersects qx. Hence h(p)Eq*.
We now show that h takes P onto Q. Let q he a point of Q and e) he an element of £»• containing q. There is an element di of Di such that Hi(di) =e). Therefore for some point p of P, e1J(ZHi (d(p, i) ). Since the diameter of Hi(d(p, i)) is less than 2/2*', p(q, h(p)) <2/2\ This shows that h(P) is dense in Q. Since h(P) is closed, it is equal to Q. The transformation h we have defined agrees with the given homeomorphism h on po+pi because for each point p of po+pi, Hi(d(p, i)) contains h(p) by Condition C.
Finally we show that h is 1-1. Suppose h(p)=h(q).
Since the closures of Hid(p, i) and Hid(q, i) intersect and we are dealing in this paper only with chains whose nonadjacent links do not have closures that intersect, then Hid(p, i) intersects Htd(q, i). Since K,-i is a chain map, the set Ki-iHtd(p, i) intersects the set Ki-iHid(q, i). But the closures of these two sets contain p and q respectively so p(p, q) <4/2\ Therefore p = q if h(p) =h(q).
7. A circle of pseudo-arcs. It follows from Theorem 10 that each circle of pseudo-arcs is homogeneous and that any two of them are homeomorphic. In this section we show that the plane contains a circle of pseudo-arcs. But we first describe an analogous upper-semicontinuous collection G of arcs in the plane.
Let Wi and W2 he circles in the plane with center at (0, 0) and radii equal to one and two, respectively.
We shall define a collection {gx\ -w^x^ir} of mutually exclusive arcs such that each gx is a straight line interval which is irreducible from IFi to W2 (or which is the sum of two such straight line intervals whose intersection is a common end point), g_T = g", and H2,gx (-tt^x^tt) is a circle-like continuum. Let g_,r be the sum of the two straight line intervals from (r = 1, 6= -it) to (r = 2, 6= -7r + 7r/12). Let g*=g-r.
Let go be the sum of the two straight line intervals from (1, 0) to (2, +7r/12). Let gT/2 be the sum of the straight line intervals from (2, tt/2) to (1, ir/2+ir/12) and let g_T/2 be the sum of the straight line intervals from (2, -t/2) to (1, -t/2 +7t/12). Because of their shape, these elements of {gx} will be called F's. Now let U denote the set of all points of the annulus WiW2 not belonging to any V defined thus far. There are a finite number of components of U which intersect both Wi and W2 and in each of these components two F's will be defined. Let the arc Tt (i = l, 2) be the closure of the intersection of such a component of U with IF,-. One end point of P,-(t = l, 2) is an end point of a F and the other end point of P,-is the vertex of a V. Now construct two disjoint F's in U such that one of these F's has its end points on P; (t = 1, 2), the other has its vertex on P,-and these three points are the quarter points of Ti. The reader should note that on IFi or IF2 no vertex of a V is adjacent to a vertex of a F and no end point of a F is adjacent to an end point of another V.
After the above construction of a pair of F's has been carried out for every component of U which intersects both IFi and PF2, a new U may be defined and the process continued countably many (K0) times. Let G denote the collection of all the F's together with each straight line interval which is the limit of a convergent sequence of F's but which is not a subset of a F. By appropriately choosing the subscripts x, {gx\ -7r^x^7r} is the collection G. It is easy to see that G is an upper-semicontinuous collection of arcs, G is a circle (if its elements are thought of as points) and G* (the sum of the elements of G) is a circle-like continuum.
Something quite similar to the fact that G* is circle-like has been previously observed by Roberts [25] .
The reader will note that G is not a continuous collection. This is due fundamentally to the fact that in the plane an arc has two sides. Furthermore G* is not homogeneous for still another reason, namely, some points of G are local separating points (the vertices of the F's) while others are not. But if pseudo-arcs are substituted for the F's, it should be possible to eliminate these two properties from G and G* respectively while in general keeping G and G* unchanged in other respects.
As before let IFi and IF2 be concentric circles in the plane with center at (0, 0) and radii one and two, respectively.
Since there are countably many F's of the preceding construction, let them be Fi, F2, V3, ■ • ■ in inverse order to the polar angle between a< and c,-(the end points of Vi). Yet bi be the vertex of F< and for convenience let 6, belong to IFi when i is odd but belong to IF2 when i is even. Now there exists a sequence P>lF D2, D3, • • • of circular chains of simple domains in the plane such that
(1) for each positive integer i, the closure of each element of Di+i is a subset of some element of Dt; (2) for each i, each element of Di intersects the annulus WiW2 and not both of two intersecting links of D{ intersect Wi + W2, (3) if (for each t) bi is the maximum diameter of a link of P\-, then S,->0, (4) the subscripts of the elements of Di which intersect Wi preserve the counterclockwise order on IFi and the subscripts of these intersecting IF2 preserve the counterclockwise order on IF2, (5) if a^ bi, and c,-are the end points and vertex of F,-, there is a natural number m(i) such that the (shortest) subchain of DmM irreducible from o,-to Ci contains bi, the subchain of P>m(»)+i irreducible from ai to bi contains c,-,
